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ABSTRACT
Today, more than 85% of hydrogen obtained from natural gas. It should be noted that,
in the process of conversion of natural gas, a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide
are obtained, which are known as synthesis gas. Synthesis gas can be used as a mixture
of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, and it is used, after the separation of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide, with high purity. In this work, the reaction of methane/water has
been studied, for the production of hydrogen in palladium membrane reactor. Modeling
was conducted in five presses 2, 5, 10, 20, 30 bar, and at a temperature in the range of
350 to 750 degrees Celsius. According to the results of the model, an increase in
temperature, pressure, increasing the ratio of water to methane, and reduce the thickness
of the membrane, thereby increasing the production of hydrogen. According to the
results, the methane pressure 30 Bars with Debbie Kg mol input 1 h, the maximum
hydrogen production, equal to 4 h Kg mol. Also, at a temperature of 750 ° C, at the
beginning of the reactor, during the post-0.2, which is equal to 1.4 m reactor, is fully
converted. Membrane thickness, have been investigated in the range of 5 to 35 microns,
the distance of one micron, at 600 ° C. Conversion rate decreases with increasing film
thickness. The initial steep decline at high pressure is less, and the feed ratio of 2.5 to a
high increase, the ratio of water to methane, no effect on the progress of the reaction.
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INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen is the simplest element, which in normal conditions of pressure and temperature, the gas form.
Hydrogen is, as the basis of composition, and food industries, chemical and petrochemical, such as the
production of methanol, ammonia, benzene, and chemical-fertilizer. Synthesis gas can be used as a mixture of
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, or after separation, it is used to form hydrogen and carbon monoxide, with a
high degree of purity. Hydrogen is used in mixtures with carbon monoxide, methanol synthesis and Exaalcohols, as well as reducing gas to reduce iron ore. However, synthesis gas, the conversion of natural gas, is not
suitable for production process, such as ammonia, hydrogen must be quite high.
Transfer reaction, water / gas, is used as the main reaction, the conversion of carbon monoxide, water,
carbon dioxide and hydrogen, in industrial processes. Usually the water gas shift reaction, carried out in two
phases. The first stage is a high temperature process, which is carried out in the temperature range between 350
to oC400, and the second stage is a low temperature process, which takes in the range of 180 to oC240.
Therefore, the water gas shift reaction is capable of great importance in the production process-pure hydrogen.
Hydrogen production from natural gas:
As mentioned earlier, natural gas is the largest source for industrial production of hydrogen. In the process
of conversion of natural gas, a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxides are obtained, which is known as
synthesis gas. Four different options for the production of synthesis gas from methane, are shown in Table 1, the
multiple, are included with steam reforming, partial oxidation, carbon dioxide reforming, and Auto-thermal
reforming. As Table 1 shows, the ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide varies, depending on the type of
process.
Corresponding Author: A.R. Zahedipoor, Department of Chemical Engineering, Mahshahr branch, Islamic Azad
University, Mahshahr, Iran.
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Table 1: Different reactions of synthesis gas [1].
Reaction
Dry reforming
Partial oxidation
Steam reforming
Auto-thermal reforming

Reaction
CH4+CO2 ↔ 2CO+2H2
CH4+0.5O2 ↔ CO+2H2
CH4+H2O ↔ CO+3H2
CH4+2O2 ↔ CO2+H2O
Methan in Excess
CH4+H2O ↔ CO+3H2O
CH4+CO2 ↔ 2CO+2H2

Ratio of H2 / CO
1
2
3
1

The mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide:
Including justification of methods, natural gas conversion, the indirect method, in which the natural gas is
converted to a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, and then the mixed gas is converted into other
chemical products petrochemicals. This method is the most effective way of producing chemicals from natural
gas. As previously mentioned, the mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide also are known as synthesis gas,
which is used in many chemical and metallurgical processes, and enjoys a particularly important as raw feed
chemical industry [2]. In general, the products are diverse, with different ratios of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide from synthesis gas. [1, 3].
High purity hydrogen:
Since the production of synthesis gas used as feed other petrochemical units, so it needs to, the ratio of
hydrogen to carbon monoxide, or long, high-purity hydrogen, is required, carbon monoxide should be removed
from the synthesis gas. It should be noted that, in such cases, the steam reforming is used, as in this case, the
ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide, compared with synthesis gas production process, increases dramatically.
The following equation shows the water-gas shift reaction [4].
CO+ H2O →CO2 + H2
(1)
As it is, Equation 1 shows that, in the presence of water vapor, hydrogen and carbon dioxide is produced.
Water-gas reaction is an exothermic reaction and balance. Therefore, an increase in temperature leads to a
decrease in the equilibrium conversion.
Ammonia production unit, require pure hydrogen to produce ammonia. In order to better evaluate the
outline of the process of ammonia production, is presented in Figure 1. As Figure 1 shows, the ammonia plant,
the steam reforming process is used to produce synthesis gas. Synthesis gas production, post-secondary
reforming, water-gas shift is sent to the unit of temperature. The high temperature of the water-gas shift, the CO,
is less than 3%. Then, it is sent to a single low temperature water-gas shift. The high temperature of the watergas shift is one of the fundamental units, the conversion of carbon monoxide, and water-gas shift reaction, the
base of the unit.

Fig. 1: Ammonia production unit [6].
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Need for research:
Today, in all societies, some solutions are presented, in order to reduce and optimize energy consumption,
through the media and organizations. Some energy sources, such as coal, oil and gas, hydrocarbon resources are
non-renewable, this issue has highlighted the need for efficient use of these resources, and to find new
resources, which are sufficient for the needs of the growing population. On the other hand, improper and
excessive use of fossil fuels, in addition to threatening the interests of future generations, the severity, and
causes make environment polluted and ozone depletion, the greenhouse gas emissions, and leads to numerous
health risks falling humans, present and future [5].
The use of fuel cells is one of the solutions, today to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, which produces
water, rather than the dangerous combination of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur from the burning of fossil fuels with
hydrogen burning, and the resulting electricity can be used as energy.
The synthesis gas is used, in addition to fuel cells, the optimal production of liquid fuels, and it has
expanded (Gas to Liquid) GTL technology.
Fisher-Tropsch process:
Fisher-Tropsch process is a process of polymerization, which is as follows:
nCO  2nH 2  (CH 2 ) n  nH 2 O

(2)

Produced product of this process is a mixture of olefins, paraffin, oxygen and aromatic compounds such as
benzene, toluene and xylene, which are selected depending on the type of reactor and catalyst; it is created from
a series of reactions, including hydrogen bleaching, Isomerasion and cracking. In addition, synthesis gas, is used
as a feed many units in refineries. Ammonia synthesis gas is used to produce fertilizers, diesel fuel in the
Fischer-Tropsch process, and other fuels such as methanol fuel cells and production of MTG and MTBE [6].
In general, natural gas conversion methods can be classified into two categories: methods, direct and
indirect conversion. Direct conversion of methane to methanol is the direct conversion method, it can be pointed
out. The indirect method of converting natural gas in the natural gas is converted into synthesis gas, using
different methods, and then, the resulting synthesis gas is used to produce the desired products [7].
Reforming methane in the industry:
Two main methods are used in industry for the production of synthesis gas from methane [8]:
• Reforming steam methane, which is a catalytic reaction of methane with steam.
• Partial oxidation of methane Non-catalysis
Today, efforts are based on the industrialization of the Reforming dry methane, by finding a suitable
catalyst for this reaction.
Depending on the Reforming, different proportions of synthesis gas, produced, each of which are favorable
for the production of a particular product [Table 2].
Table 2: Different rates of synthesis gas, produced by different processes [6].
Ratio H 2
CO
1
2

Reaction
Dry Reforming
Partial oxidation
Reforming steam

Figure 2 shows the different ways to convert methane into other chemical products.

Fig. 2: Different ways to convert methane into other chemicals [2-6272].
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Now, Reforming steam methane, done in Eastman, Nippon Oil, Phillip's Petroleum, Toyo Engineering,
Mitsubishi Gas Industries, Davy-McKee, Foster-Wheeler, Humphrey & Glasgow, The MW Kellogg Company,
Kinetics Technology International, Lurgi , Unde and partial oxidation is carried out at Shell, Texaco [10].
Reforming three core processes, are, (SR) Steam Reforming, Reforming with carbon dioxide or (DR) Dry
Reforming and partial oxidation of hydrocarbons with oxygen or with oxidative Reforming (POX) Partial
Oxidation Reforming.
The type of process is selected according to the type of production of synthesis gas, for example, SR
reaction used to produce ammonia, hydrogen is required, the ratio of H2 / CO ratio is equal to 3 for the
production of oxygenated hydrocarbons, it is better to be 1, and the Fischer-Tropsch process than 2-5 / 1, the
better. Reforming process of synthesis gas to the feed unit depends on the reaction conditions and catalyst type.
If this ratio is in the process reforming, not suitable for chemical processes, planning units of comparison,
such as PSA (Pressure Swing Adsorption) or reverse conversion of H2 and CO2, are needed.
Reforming combination of different processes in the specified operating conditions and in the presence of a
suitable catalyst is one way to adjust the ratio. Each of these processes has advantages and disadvantages, the
combination can create better conditions to produce the desired product [8].
Table 3: Production and use of synthesis gas reactions [1].
Ratio of H2/CO
Reaction
1
CH4+CO2 ↔ 2CO+2H2
2
3>

CH4+0.5O2 ↔ CO+2H2
CH4+H2O ↔ CO+3H2O &
CO+H2O ↔ CO2+H2

Applications
Exa- produce alcohols, polycarbonate,
formaldehyde
Methanol synthesis, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
Produce hydrogen for ammonia synthesis

Reforming steam:
Reforming process steam is visible, with three main reactions:
𝑘𝐽
°
𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 3𝐻2
∆𝐻298𝑘
= +206
(3)
𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑘𝐽
°
𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2
∆𝐻298𝑘
= −41
(4)
𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑘𝐽
°
𝐶𝐻4 + 2𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂2 + 4𝐻2
∆𝐻298𝑘 = +165
(5)
𝑚𝑜𝑙
The first reaction is Reforming and the second reaction, the water-gas shift. Since, the reaction is
endothermic; the progress of the reaction requires heat. The heat is supplied by methane or other hydrocarbons,
in a direct flame furnace. 1-5 reaction, carried out at high temperature and low pressure, and the presence of a
nickel catalyst [11].
Literature:
The first patent is the reforming of methane with steam and BASF in 1926. In 1931, Standard Oil Company
of New Jersey was the first American company, which was used in the steam reforming America, for the
production of hydrogen from refinery waste gases. However, most of the advances are made by the company
ICI, between the mid-1930s to the late 1950s in England.
Reforming steam technology was used for heavier liquid feed. In late 1970 and early 1980, Reforming
steam technology, due to the oil crisis, reached a high degree of experience, especially in the field of energy
efficiency. ICI was the main company at this stage, and it extended the application of steam Reforming, the
production of ammonia and methanol.
Description of Operation:
In a direct flame furnace, pre-heated mixture of natural gas and steam passes through the tubes, filled with a
catalyst and is converted to a mixture of hydrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide (Fig. 3). It is very
important that the maximum temperature and the heat transfer tubes can be controlled to ensure long-term
reliable performance. To achieve this result, different makeup-burners have been used: a high flame, flames
down the side of the flame, and the cylindrical wall of the staircase. Among these methods, the temperature of
the side walls of the staircase is the result of better temperature control.[17]
Because of the endothermic steam Reforming, 35 to 50% of the input energy absorbed by the Reforming,
that this amount, half of which is used to increase the temperature, and the reaction itself. Production of
synthesis gas, at a temperature of 900-800 ° C leaves reformer. Exhaust heat is used, the displacement of the
oven and preheat the feed to produce steam. Thus, the overall thermal efficiency increases to over 95%. Only
part of the boiler to produce steam Reforming is enough, and more steam (about 60%) is consumed elsewhere.
Reforming process vapor, methane is not converted completely. Typically 65% methane conversion, and at best,
can be reached to 98%. So, if it is needed to become higher than 95%, reforming the secondary should be used.
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Steam reforming process, is divided into two parts: one part is done at high temperature and pressure
(usually 1000 to 800 ° C and pressures bar40-30) and the second part is done at lower temperatures (C400-200)
for maximize the conversion of CO.

Fig. 3: Schematic of process steam and natural gas reforming.
Thermodynamics of reforming reaction:
The reaction gas mixture into a vapor, usually reaches the equilibrium composition. Equilibrium is
independent of the catalyst, and it depends on three factors operating temperature, pressure and composition of
the feed. Since the reactions (1-3) and (1-4) are endothermic reactions, high temperatures, it is appropriate to
advance the reaction, whereas, due to the exothermic reaction of the WGS (1-5), high temperature, prevent of
this reaction.
CO + 3H2 ↔ CH4 + H2O
(6)
Thus, high temperatures, makes more convert methane into H2 and CO2, CO, and become less CO to CO2.
The following points are observed:
1. High temperature has a positive effect on the conversion of the reaction, in addition, the formation of carbon
reinforced with high temperatures in the high temperature, the more energy, so the high temperature should be
optimized.
2. High pressure has a negative effect on the conversion reaction, however, economical, high pressure, it is
appropriate to remove the heat better, and reduce the price is right for downstream processes, which work under
pressure.
3. The ratio of steam to hydrocarbon in the feed causes increased production of H2 / CO. Additional steam,
hurts the economy, especially in applications where a low ratio of H2 / CO is required.
The separation of hydrogen from synthesis gas mixture
There are many methods for separating hydrogen, the most important of which are absorbed Amin (remove
CO2), pressure swing adsorption (PSA), distillation and membrane separation refrigeration.
The absorption process Amin, synthesis gas production, initially inserted in a reactor, where the CO is
converted to CO2 (reaction Shift) in the presence of a catalyst. Then, the flow enters the absorption tower the
CO2 absorbed by Amin. Output current is applied to the tower, the methane within maker. The remaining
container CO and CO2, the gas flow, react with hydrogen by the catalyst, and converted to methane.
PSA is a process, a process that has already done most of it, for the separation of hydrogen from a gas
mixture. The basis of this process is the absorption capacity by absorbing impurities, which are high partial
pressure, higher than the low-pressure part.
Distillation refrigeration is a low temperature separation process which uses the difference in boiling point
components. The disadvantage of this process is that it is very energy intensive, and with very high purity
hydrogen production, is not feasible [26].
According to the above-mentioned disadvantages, the old method of separating hydrogen, and due to the
many advantages of this method compared to the isolated membrane separation, membrane separation, is the
most appropriate method for separating hydrogen from gas mixtures.
Some of the advantages of membrane technology include:
- Low energy consumption
- Separation performed at room temperature
- Small volume clarifier equipment
- Minimum requirements for control, inspection and maintenance
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-

ease of access and the possibility of separated phases
high process flexibility
perform isolation, without the use of chemicals
Simple installation and operation

Membrane Reactor definition and types:
Given the above limitations and problems in the process of SMR, using a membrane reactor, was used to
improve the process, Figure 4 shows the look of a membrane reactor. Membrane reactors are suitable for many
reactions, which they do in reaction and separation of the desired product, simultaneously, in a single physical
environment. Of course, sometimes by applying a suitable membrane that is permeable to one of the ingredients,
we can get a good distribution of the reactants in the reactor [13].

Fig. 4: The look of the in vitro model of palladium membrane reactor [14].
Modeling:
Assumptions:
Assumptions used in the model are as follows:
1. The gas phase is considered to be ideal.
2. Porosity of bed is assumed to be constant.
3. The process is intended to be homogeneous; as a result, the mass balance of a phase, the gas phase is done.
4. The process is intended to be a constant temperature, so there is no need for energy balance.
Modeling:
In this work, the parameter i, is related to the reaction, and j is related to the components. In general, we can
consider the three following reaction modeling [15]:
(7)
CH 4  H 2O  CO  3H 2
(8)
CO  H 2O  CO2  H 2
(9)
CH 4  2 H 2O  CO2  4 H 2
Reaction (7), the steam methane reforming reaction (8) is a water-gas shift, and the reaction (9), in a
reaction-sum of 1 and 2.
The reaction rate equation is as follows: [16]
PH3 PCO
k
(10)
r1  21.5 ( PCH 4 PH 2O  2
) / DEN 2
K1
PH 2
r3 

PH PCO
k2
( PCO PH 2O  2 2 ) / DEN 2
PH 2
K2

(11)

r3 

PH42 PCO2
k3
2
(
P
P

) / DEN 2
CH
H
O
4
2
K3
PH3.25

(12)

DEN  1  K CO PCO  K H 2 PH 2  K CH 4 PCH 4  K H 2O

PH 2O
PH 2

(13)
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The above relations, ki is the rate constant, Ki, the reaction equilibrium constant, Kj is a constant attraction
to each other, and Pj is the partial pressure of each component.
To consider partial pressure, we need to Debbie input, convert methane into carbon dioxide and hydrogen
flux through the membrane, the relationships are as follows:
X CH 4 

X CO2 
YH 2 

0
FCH
 FCH 4
4

(14)

0
FCH
4

FCO2

(15)

0
FCH
4

FHmembrane
2

(16)

0
FCH
4

PCH 4  (1  X CH 4 ) / 

(17)

PH 2O  ( H 2O  X CH 4  X CO2 ) / 

(18)

PCO  ( CO  X CH 4  X CO2 ) / 

(19)

PCO2  ( CO2  X CO2 ) / 

(20)

PH 2  ( H 2  3 X CH 4  X CO2  YH 2 ) / 

(21)


j 

1   H 2O   CO   CO2   H 2

(22)

PT
F j0

(23)

0
FCH
4

Studied Element, shown in the following figure for modeling:

Fig. 5: Elements used for modeling.
Modeling is considered to be one-dimensional, steady and stable temperature.
In view of the reactor temperature is constant, there is no need to heat balance, and with a one-dimensional
model, it is assumed that the influence can be neglected.
Kinetic parameters, according to the Arnios law are as follows:
E 1
1
(24)
k  k exp( i (
 ))
i

i ,0

R Tref

T

Ej

(25)

  r G
)
RT

(26)

 r G  i , j vi , j G j 

(27)

G j   Aj  B j T  C j T 2

(28)

1
1
K j  K 0j exp( (
 ))
R Tref T

K i  exp(

Fig. 5: Elements used for modeling.
Modeling is considered to be one-dimensional, steady and stable temperature.
In view of the reactor temperature is constant, there is no need to heat balance, and with a one-dimensional
model, it is assumed that the influence can be neglected.
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Kinetic parameters, according to the Arnios law, are as follows:
Mass balance:
Mass balance is written on the volume dv, between x and x + dx, and for the constant Ac:
dFCH 4
FCH 4  (1r1  3 r3 )  B Ac dx  FCH 4  dFCH 4 
  B Ac (1r1  3 r3 )
dx
dFCO
FCO  ( 2 r2   3 r3 )  B Ac dx  FCO  dFCO 
  B Ac ( 2 r2   3 r3 )
dx

(29)
(30)

2

2

2

2

z  x/ L

(31)

The following relations are obtained according to equations 14 and 15 and 31:
dX CH 4



dz

dX CO2



dz

 dFCH 4

(32)

0
FCH
4

dFCO2

(33)

0
FCH
4

dx  Ldz

(34)

The final equations are as follows:
dX CH
 AL
 B 0 c (1r1   3 r3 )

(35)

4

dz

FCH 4

dX CO2



dz

 B Ac L
0
FCH
4

(36)

( 2 r2   3 r3 )

Law Sievert hydrogen flux through the membrane is used for transmission, as follows: [17]:

J H2 

QPd



( PH02.5ret  PH02.5perm )

(37)

 E0
)
RT
We have about 38 Q0=6.3227e-3 m3μm.m-2.h.bar0.5 and E0=15630 J.mol-1, for a palladium membrane.
Differential equation for hydrogen flux will be as follows:
QPd  Q0 exp(

(38)

dFH 2 Perm

 J H 2 2 (r0   )

(39)

QPd 2 (r0   ) L 0.5
( PH 2 ret  PH02.5perm )
0
FCH


22
.
4
4

(40)

dx

dYH 2
dz



Equations 35, 36 and 40 are used to model the software MATLAB.
R0 is the radius at the top of the reactor without membrane, ρB is the density of the catalyst, δ is the
thickness of the membrane, L is the length of the reactor.
Fixed parameters:
The parameters in the above equations, we can divide them into two major sections, some of which are
related to the characteristics of the reactor, which is given in Table 4, which is part of the project and the initial
conditions and modeling project, and the other relates to the kinetic constants of reactions, which are listed in
Table 5.
Table 4: Parameters of the reactor.
Description
The outer diameter of the tube (without membrane)
The inner diameter of the shell
Porosity
Catalyst density
The pressure permeation
Table 5: The equilibrium constants for the reaction [50].
Unit
The amount
1/bar
0.18
kJ/mol
-38.3
kJ/mol
-75.3
kJ/molK
0.076
kJ/molK2
0.000019

Symbol
cm
cm
kg/m3
bar

Units of measurement
Kabs0
HΔ
GA0
GB0
GC0

Symbol
2.54
6.35
0.5
2100
1

Symbol
r0
Ri
ε
catρ
Pp

Material / reaction
CH4
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kJ/mol
kJ/mol
kJ/molK
kJ/molK2
1/bar
kJ/mol
kJ/mol
kJ/molK
kJ/molK2
kJ/mol
kJ/molK
kJ/molK2
1/bar
kJ/mol
kmol.bar/kgcat.h
kJ/mol
kmol.bar/kgcat.h
kJ/mol
kmol.bar/kgcat.h
kJ/mol
-

0.4
88.7
-241.7
0.042
0.0000074
40.9
-70.7
-109.9
-0.092
0.0000015
-393.4
0.0038
0.0000013
0.029
-82.9
0.00018
240.1
0.01
7.6
67.1
0.3
0.000022
243.9
0.01

Kabs0
ΔH
GA0
GB0
GC0
Kabs0
ΔH
GA0
GB0
GC0
GA0
GB0
GC0
Kabs0
ΔH
k0
E
η
k0
E
η
k0
E
η

H2O

CO

CO2

H2
Reaction 1

Reaction 2

Reaction 3

Effect of temperature and pressure:
Modeling is done in five pressures 2, 5, 10, 20, 30 bars and at a temperature in the range of 350 to 750
degrees Celsius. In this model, the membrane thickness is equal to 5 microns, Debbie feed methane is equal to 1
Kg mol on time, the reactor is equal to 7 meters, and water to methane ratio is equal to 3. Figure 4-1 shows the
input the effect of pressure and temperature on the conversion of methane in membrane reactor. As is clear from
the graph, the pressure increases, the amount of methane conversion increases, the change is a change in the
contrast-filled reactor. This result is confirmed, with papers. Also, the conversion increases with increasing
temperature.
According to Figure 6, the pressure is increased further, the higher methane conversion and the conversion
will occur at a lower temperature with increasing pressure.

Fig. 6: Conversion of methane at different temperatures and pressures.
Figure 7 shows the conversion of carbon dioxide. With increasing pressure, the conversion of carbon
dioxide increases. But with increasing temperature at a specified pressure, the conversion of carbon dioxide
increases first and then decreases. With increasing pressure, the conversion of carbon dioxide takes place at a
lower temperature.
Figure 8 shows the rate of hydrogen production at different temperatures and pressures. The higher the
pressure, the hydrogen production increases-is, according to the diagram, the input pressure of 30 Bar with
Debbie methane equivalent to 1 kg mol per hour, maximum hydrogen production will be 4 kg mol per hour.
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Fig. 7: Conversion of carbon dioxide at different temperatures and pressures.

Fig. 8: The production of hydrogen at ambient temperature and pressure.
The effect of the reactor:
During the modeling we studied the length without dimension. The effect has been over two temperatures
750 and 500 ° C at pressures of 2, 5, 10, 20 and 30 Bar. Figure 9 and Figure 10, the length of the reactor
pressure, the conversion of methane is shown. In this model, the reactor is considered to be equal to 7 m.
As is evident in Figure 9 at 750 ° C in the first reactor along with dimensions of 0.2, which is equal to 1.4 m
reactor, have been completely transformed. At low pressure, the initial slope of the curve, the pressure is high; it
reflects the fact that, at low pressures, the conversion is done at the beginning of the reactor more quickly.
Figure 4-5 shows the changes at 500 ° C, according to the form, at 7 meters, at this temperature, the conversion
is not complete. Comparing the two figures, we can conclude that, at lower temperatures, to achieve a certain
percentage of methane conversion, we need a larger reactor.

Fig. 9: Effect of the reactor pressure on methane conversion at 750°C.
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Fig. 10: The length of the reactor at a pressure of methane conversion at 500°C.
Effect of membrane thickness:
The thickness of the membrane in the range of 5 to 35 microns has been studied, the distance of one micron
at 600 degrees Celsius. In Figure 11, the effect of membrane thickness on methane conversionis shown. As it is,
the conversion decreases with increasing film thickness. The initial slope of the decrease in pressure is less.

Fig. 11: Effect of membrane thickness on methane conversion at different pressures.
Figure 12 shows the effect of membrane thickness on the conversion of carbon dioxide. As it is, the
conversion rate is reduced, increasing the thickness of the membrane. At high pressure, we can be use higher
thickness of the membrane. Reduce the conversion of low pressure is lower than the high pressure.
Figure 13 shows the effect of membrane thickness on the production of hydrogen. Hydrogen production,
decreases with increasing film thickness. Therefore, the membrane is thinner, hydrogen would be more. But it
should be noted at this point that making a thin membrane, it is far more difficult.

Fig. 12: Effect of membrane thickness on the conversion of carbon dioxide at high pressure.
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Fig. 13: Effect of membrane thickness on different hydrogen pressure.
Effect of feed:
Process is the conversion of water to methane ratio of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 at 600 ° C, at different
pressures, 5m and Debbie Kg mol methane 1 hour. Figure 14 shows the effect of water on the conversion of
methane to methane. The higher this value, the methane conversion increases further.

Fig. 14: Effect of feed on methane conversion, at different pressures.
In Figure 15, the effect of water on the conversion of methane, carbon dioxide, is shown. This effect is
more pronounced at higher pressures. Increase the ratio of water to methane, no effect on the progress of the
reaction, the ratio above 2.5 feed.
The effect of the ratio of water to methane, the production of hydrogen is shown in Figure 16. With the
increase in the amount of up to 2.5, the hydrogen production increases. But then the value of 2.5, the hydrogen
production is fixed, and then decreases slightly.

Fig. 15: Effect of the feed conversion ratio of carbon dioxide at various pressures.
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Fig. 16: The effect of different feed on hydrogen pressure.
Conclusion:
In this work, the production of hydrogen in palladium membrane reactor was modeled using the software
MATLAB. According to the results of the modeling, the following results were obtained:
1. Increase the inlet pressure and temperature increase leads to enhanced hydrogen production.
2. The thickness of the membrane is lower, hydrogen production increases.
3. At low temperature, to achieve a certain amount of hydrogen production, we need to further reactor length.
4. The production of hydrogen increases with increasing ratio of water to methane at the entrance.
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